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THE GRADIENT DISCRETISATION METHOD FOR
NONLINEAR POROUS MEDIA EQUATIONS
JE´ROˆME DRONIOU AND KIM-NGAN LE
Abstract. The gradient discretisation method (GDM) is a generic frame-
work for designing and analysing numerical schemes for diffusion models. In
this paper, we study the GDM for the porous medium equation, including fast
diffusion and slow diffusion models. Using discrete functional analysis tech-
niques, we establish a strong L2-convergence of the approximate gradients and
a uniform-in-time convergence for the approximate solution, without assuming
non-physical regularity assumptions on the data or continuous solution. Being
established in the generic GDM framework, these results apply to a variety of
numerical methods, such as finite volume, (mass-lumped) finite elements, etc.
The theoretical results are illustrated, in both fast and slow diffusion regimes,
by numerical tests based on mass-lumped conforming P1 finite elements.
1. Introduction
In this paper, we study nonlinear porous media equations of the form
Btu´∆βpuq “ f in ΩT :“ p0, T q ˆ Ω,
up0, ¨q “ u0 in Ω, (1)
βpuq “ 0 on p0, T q ˆ BΩ,
where βpuq “ |u|m´1u with m ą 0, Ω is an open bounded domain of Rd (d ě 1)
with boundary BΩ, f P L2pΩT q and u0 P Lm`1pΩq.
In the case m ą 1, the equation (1) is the standard model of diffusion of a gas
in porous media, which is also called the slow diffusion model. The case m “ 2
describes the flow of an ideal gas in porous media while m ą 2 that of a diffusion
of a compressible fluid through porous media. Other choices of exponent appear
in different physical situations, such as thermal propagation in plasma (m “ 6) or
plasma radiation (m “ 4). The slow diffusion equation is not uniformly elliptic as
it degenerates at unknown points where u “ 0. An interesting feature is that, if u0
is compactly supported, then at any t ą 0 the support of uptq has a free boundary
with a finite speed of propagation, see e.g. [5, 18].
In the fast diffusion case 0 ă m ă 1, the equation (1) is relevant in the description of
plasma physics, the kinetic theory of gas or fluid transportation in porous media [3,
6, 19]. Since the modulus of ellipticity |u|m´1 blows up whenever u vanishes, the
fast diffusion equation is a singular equation. An essential difference between the
fast and slow diffusion cases is that for fast diffusion the solution decays to zero in
some finite time depending on the initial data while for slow diffusion the solution
decays to zero in infinite time like an inverse power of t, see e.g. [4, 7].
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If we formally represent (1) as
Btu´ divpβ1puq∇uq “ f, (2)
where β1puq “ m|u|m´1, then the above equation is a classical nonlinear diffu-
sion equation. The term |u|m´1 in (2) induces the nonlinearity that raises many
challenges in the analysis of the porous media equations. These problems have
been studied extensively both in theory, see e.g. [4, 17, 19], numerical analysis,
see e.g. [1, 11–13], as well as in numerical approximations (without convergence
proof) [14].
In particular, authors in [11] study equation (2) with variable exponent of nonlin-
earity, i.e. β1puq is replaced by |u|γpxq where γ ą 1 (i.e. m ą 2 in our case). In order
to deal with the degeneracy in the problem, an approximate regularized problem is
investigated. A space-time discretization scheme using the finite element method
in space and the discontinuous Galerkin method in time is proposed for the regular-
ized model (not the original problem). Furthermore, error estimates are obtained
with strong regularity assumptions on the solution of the regularized model, which
are not expected to be satisfied by classical solutions to (1) such as Barrenblatt
solutions [15]. A space and time dependent exponent γ is studied in [1] using the
same method as in [11]. The slow diffusion case (m ą 1) is studied in [12] where
a fully discrete scheme is proposed and L2 error estimates are proved with strong
assumptions on the solution and the pressure β1puq. In [13], the author studies the
fast and slow diffusion cases in which a fully discrete Galerkin approximation is
considered for the transformed Richards model
Btψpwq ´∆w “ 0,
where w :“ |u|m´1u and ψpsq :“ |s|p1´mq{ms. Error estimates in non-standard quasi
norms and rates of convergence are proved with strong regularity assumptions on
the solution of (1). In a recent preprint [16], a general nonlinear diffusion equation
on the whole space Rd is considered. The authors propose monotone schemes of
finite difference type on Cartesian meshes and obtain L1loc-convergence for these
schemes.
In this paper, we use the gradient discretisation method to approximate (1) and
discrete functional analysis techniques to obtain an L8p0, T ;Lm`1pΩqq-convergence
result without assuming non-physical regularity assumptions on the data. The gra-
dient discretisation method (GDM) is a generic framework for the design and anal-
ysis of numerical schemes for diffusion models. Using only a few discrete elements
(a space, and a function and gradient reconstruction), it describes a variety of nu-
merical schemes – such as finite volumes, finite elements, discontinuous Galerkin,
etc. – and identifies three key properties of the discrete elements that ensure the
convergence for linear and nonlinear models. Analyses carried out within the GDM
therefore yield convergence theorems that directly apply to all the methods that fit
into this framework. We refer to the monograph [10] for a detailed presentation of
the GDM, and of the methods it contains.
The paper is organised as follows. Section 2.1 recalls notations of the GDM and
introduce an implicit-in-time gradient scheme for (1). The definition of weak solu-
tions and the main convergence result are stated in Section 2.2. We provide a priori
estimates for the approximate solution in Section 3. Section 4 contains the initial
weak convergence of the gradient scheme. The main convergence result, including
3the uniform-in-time convergence, is proved in Section 5. Numerical results are pro-
vided in Section 6 to illustrate the generic convergence results; to this purpose, we
choose a particular gradient scheme, the mass-lumped conforming P1 method, and
we evaluate its accuracy when approximating the Barrenblatt solution. These tests
are presented for a variety of exponents m, including both fast diffusion and slow
diffusion ranges. A brief conclusion is presented in Section 7, and technical results
are gathered in an appendix (Section 8).
2. The gradient discretisation method and the main convergence
result
2.1. Gradient scheme. We recall here the notions of the gradient discretisation
method. The idea of this general analysis framework is to replace, in the weak
formulation of the problem, the continuous space and operators by discrete ones;
the set of discrete space and operators is called a gradient discretisation (GD), and
the scheme obtained after substituting these elements into the weak formulation
is called a gradient scheme (GS). The convergence of the obtained GS can be es-
tablished based on only a few general concepts on the underlying GD. Moreover,
different GDs correspond to different classical schemes (finite elements, finite vol-
umes, etc.). Hence, the analysis carried out in the GDM directly applies to all these
schemes, and does not rely on the specificity of each particular method.
Definition 2.1. D “ `XD,0,ΠD,∇D, ID, `tpnq˘n“0,¨¨¨ ,N˘ is a space-time gradient
discretisation for homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions, with piecewise con-
stant reconstruction, if
(i) the set of discrete unknowns XD,0 is a finite dimensional real vector space,
(ii) the linear map ΠD : XD,0 Ñ L8pΩq is a piecewise constant reconstruction
operator in the following sense: there exists a basis peiqiPI of XD,0 and a
family pΩiqiPI of disjoint subsets of Ω such that, for all u “ řiPI uiei P
XD,0, it holds ΠDu “ řiPI ui1Ωi , where 1Ωi is the characteristic function
of Ωi,
(iii) the linear mapping ∇D : XD,0 Ñ L2pΩqd gives a reconstructed discrete
gradient. It must be chosen such that }∇D ¨ }L2pΩq is a norm on XD,0,
(iv) ID : Lm`1pΩq Ñ XD,0 is an interpolation operator,
(v) tp0q “ 0 ă tp1q ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă tpNq “ T .
We then let δtpn` 12 q “ tpn`1q ´ tpnq and δtD “ maxn“0,¨¨¨ ,N´1 δtpn` 12 q.
For any
`
vpnq
˘
n“0,¨¨¨ ,N Ă XD,0, we define the piecewise-constant-in-time functions
ΠDv : r0, T s Ñ L8pΩq, ∇Dv : p0, T s Ñ L2pΩqd and δDv : p0, T s Ñ L2pΩq by: For
n “ 0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , N ´ 1, for any t P ptpnq, tpn`1qs, for a.e. x P Ω
ΠDvp0,xq :“ ΠDvp0qpxq, ΠDvpt,xq :“ ΠDvpn`1qpxq,
∇Dvpt,xq :“ ∇Dvpn`1qpxq, δDvptq “ δpn`
1
2 q
D v :“
ΠDvpn`1q ´ΠDvpnq
δtpn` 12 q
P L2pΩq.
Note that ΠDv is defined everywhere, including at t “ 0. This will be required to
state a uniform-in-time convergence result on this reconstructed function.
If v “ řiPI viei P XD,0 and g : R Ñ R satisfies gp0q “ 0, we define gpvq :“ř
iPI gpviqei P XD,0. The piecewise constant feature of ΠD then shows that
@v P XD,0 , ΠDgpvq “ gpΠDvq. (3)
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Once a GD has been chosen, an implicit-in-time gradient scheme for (1) is defined
the following way.
Algorithm 2.2 (GS for (1)). Set up0q :“ IDu0 and let u “
`
upnq
˘
n“0,¨¨¨ ,N Ă XD,0
satisfy: @
δDu,ΠDφ
D
L2pΩT q `
@∇Dβpuq,∇DφDL2pΩT q “ @f,ΠDφDL2pΩT q, (4)
for all ‘test function’ φ “ `φpnq˘
n“0,¨¨¨ ,N Ă XD,0.
In order to establish the stability and convergence of the GS (4), sequences of
space-time gradient discretisations pDlqlě1 are required to satisfy consistency, limit-
conformity and compactness properties [10]. The consistency is slightly adapted
here to account for the nonlinearity we consider. In the following, we let pm “
maxp1, 1{mq.
Definition 2.3 (Consistency). A sequence pDlqlě1 of space-time gradient discreti-
sations in the sense of Definition 2.1 is said to be consistent if
‚ for all φ P L1`xmpΩq XH10 pΩq, letting
SˆDlpφq :“ min
wPXDl
`}ΠDlw ´ φ}L1`xmpΩq ` }∇Dlw ´∇φ}L2pΩq˘,
we have SˆDlpφq Ñ 0 as lÑ8,
‚ for all ψ P Lm`1pΩq, ΠDlIDlψ Ñ ψ in Lm`1pΩq as lÑ8
‚ δtDl Ñ 0 as lÑ8.
Definition 2.4 (Limit-conformity). A sequence pDlqlě1 of space-time gradient dis-
cretisations in the sense of Definition 2.1 is said to be limit-conformity if, for all
φ P HdivpΩq :“ tφ P L2pΩqd : divφ P L2pΩqu, letting
WDlpφq :“ max
vPXDl zt0u
ˇˇˇˇ ż
Ω
`∇Dlvpxq ¨ φpxq `ΠDlvpxqdivφpxq˘dxˇˇˇˇ
}∇Dlv}L2pΩq
,
we have WDlpφq Ñ 0 as lÑ8.
Definition 2.5 (Compactness). A sequence pDlqlě1 of space-time gradient discreti-
sations in the sense of Definition 2.1 is said to be compact if
lim
ξÑ0 suplě1
TDlpξq “ 0,
where
TDlpξq :“ max
vPXDl zt0u
}ΠDlvp¨ ` ξq ´ΠDlv}L2pRdq
}∇Dlv}L2pΩq
, @ξ P Rd,
and ΠDlv has been extended by 0 outside Ω.
A sequence of GDs that is compact or limit-conforming also satisfies another im-
portant property: the coercivity [10, Lemmas 2.6 and 2.10].
Lemma 2.6 (Coercivity of sequences of GDs). If a sequence pDlqlě1 of space-
time gradient discretisations in the sense of Definition 2.1 is compact or limit-
conforming, then it is coercive: there exists a constant Cp such that
CDl :“ max
vPXDl zt0u
}ΠDlv}L2pΩq
}∇Dlv}L2pΩq
ď Cp, @l ě 1.
52.2. The main convergence result. To state the main result of this paper, we
introduce a space of continuous functions for the weak topology of Lm`1pΩq, and
we define a weak solution to (1).
Cpr0, T s;Lm`1pΩqwq :“ space of functions v : r0, T s Ñ Lm`1pΩq
that are continuous for the weak topology of Lm`1pΩq.
For a given s P r0, T s, we set Ωs “ p0, sq ˆ Ω. We also set
ζpzq :“
ż z
0
βpsqds “ 1
m` 1 |z|
m`1 for all z P R. (5)
Definition 2.7 (Weak solution to (1)). Assume that m ą 0, u0 P Lm`1pΩq and
f P L2pΩT q. A weak solution to (1) is a function u¯ such that
(i) u¯ P Cpr0, T s;Lm`1pΩqwq and u¯p0, ¨q “ u0 in Lm`1pΩq,
(ii) βpu¯q P L2p0, T ;H10 pΩqq, ζpu¯q P L8p0, T ;L1pΩqq,
(iii) Btu¯ P L2p0, T ;H´1pΩqq, and for any φ P L2p0, T ;H10 pΩqqż T
0
H´1xBtu¯ptq, φptqyH10 dt` x∇βpu¯q,∇φyL2pΩT q “ xf, φyL2pΩT q. (6)
The existence of a weak solution to (1) will be obtained as a by-product of our
convergence analysis.
Theorem 2.8 (Convergence of the gradient scheme). Let pDlqlě1 be a sequence
of gradient discretisations that is consistent, limit-conforming and compact. Then,
for each l ě 1 there exists ul solution to the gradient scheme (4) with D “ Dl.
Moreover, there exists a weak solution u¯ to (1) in the sense of Definition 2.7 such
that, up to a subsequence as lÑ8,
‚ ΠDlul Ñ u¯ strongly in L8p0, T ;Lm`1pΩqq,
‚ ∇Dlβpulq Ñ ∇βpu¯q strongly in L2pΩT q.
3. A priori estimates
We first provide a priori estimates for the solution u to (4), and then deduce its
existence in Corollary 3.2. For legibility, we drop the index l in sequences of gradient
discretisations, and we simply write D instead of Dl.
Lemma 3.1. Let ζ be defined by (5), and u be a solution of (4). Then, for any
integer number k P r1, N s, we haveż
Ω
ζpΠDupkqqpxqdx`}∇Dβpuq}2L2pΩtk q
ď
ż
Ω
ζpΠDup0qqpxqdx`
@
f,ΠDβpuq
D
L2pΩtk q
.
(7)
Consequently, there exists a constant C ą 0 depending only on f , Cp ě CD and
Cini ě }ΠDIDu0}Lm`1pΩq such that
}ΠDu}L8p0,T ;Lm`1pΩqq ` }ΠDζpuq}L8p0,T ;L1pΩqq ` }∇Dβpuq}L2pΩT q ď C. (8)
Proof. We choose the test function φ “ `βpup0qq, ¨ ¨ ¨ , βpupkqq, 0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 0˘ Ă XD,0
in (4) to write@
δDu,ΠDβpuq
D
L2pΩtk q
` }∇Dβpuq}2L2pΩtk q “
@
f,ΠDβpuq
D
L2pΩtk q
. (9)
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For any n “ 0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , N ´ 1 and t P ptpnq, tpn`1qs, we estimate the first term in the
left hand side of (9), starting from
δDuptqΠDβpupn`1qq “ 1
δtpn` 12 q
`
ΠDupn`1q ´ΠDupnq
˘
βpΠDupn`1qq. (10)
Since β is increasing, ζ is convex and thus above its tangent line, which implies
ζpbq ´ ζpaq ď pb´ aqβpbq for all a, b P R. Applying this inequality with a “ ΠDupnq
and b “ ΠDupn`1q, it follows from (10) that
1
δtpn` 12 q
`
ζpΠDupn`1qq ´ ζpΠDupnqq
˘ ď δDuptqΠDβpupn`1qq. (11)
Plugging that in (9) and using a telescopic sum yields (7). The a priori estimates
(8) follow from this relation, by writingż
Ω
ζpΠDupkqqpxqdx` }∇Dβpuq}2L2pΩtk q ď
ż
Ω
ζpΠDup0qqpxqdx`
@
f,ΠDβpuq
D
L2pΩtk q
ď
ż
Ω
ζpΠDup0qqpxqdx` C
2
p
2
}f}2L2pΩtk q `
1
2C2p
}ΠDβpuq}2L2pΩtk q.
Noting that ζpaq “ |a|m`1pm`1q ě 0 for all a P R and recalling that
}ΠDβpuq}L2pΩtk q ď CD}∇Dβpuq}L2pΩtk qd ď Cp}∇Dβpuq}L2pΩtk qd , (12)
we obtain the estimates in (8).
The following corollary guarantees the existence of a solution to (4).
Corollary 3.2. If D is a gradient discretisation in the sense of Definition 2.1 then
there exists at least one solution to the gradient scheme (4).
Proof. The result is obtained using (8), the properties |βpuq| “ |u|m and uβpuq “
|u|m`1, and the same arguments as in [9, Corrollary 4.2]
In the following lemma, we estimate the dual norm of the discrete time derivative
δDu. The dual norm | ¨ |˚,D on ΠDpXD,0q Ă L2pΩq is defined by
@v P ΠDpXD,0q, |v|˚,D :“ sup
"ż
Ω
vpxqΠDφpxqdx : φ P XD,0, }∇Dφ}L2pΩq “ 1
*
.
Lemma 3.3. There exists a constant C depending on f , Cp ě CD and Cini ě
}ΠDIDu0}Lm`1pΩq such that ż T
0
|δDuptq|2˚,Ddt ď C.
Proof. We first fix k P t0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , N ´ 1u and then, for any ξ P XD,0, take φ “
pφpnqqn“0,...,N Ă XD,0 in (4) such that φpk`1q “ ξ and φi “ 0 for all i ­“ k ` 1.
Using the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality and the definition of CD we deduce
δtpk`
1
2 q@δpk` 12 qD u,ΠDξDL2pΩq “ ´@∇Dβpuq,∇DφDL2pΩT q ` @f,ΠDφDL2pΩT q
ď δtpk` 12 q}∇Dβpupk`1qq}L2pΩq}∇Dξ}L2pΩq
` δtpk` 12 q}f pk`1q}L2pΩqCD}∇Dξ}L2pΩq,
7where f pk`1qpxq “ 1
δtpk`
1
2
q
ştpk`1q
tpkq fpt,xqdt. Taking the supremum over all ξ P XD,0
satisfying }∇Dξ}L2pΩq “ 1, we deduce
δtpk`
1
2 q|δpk` 12 qD u|˚,D ď δtpk`
1
2 q}∇Dβpupk`1qq}L2pΩq ` δtpk` 12 q}f pk`1q}L2pΩqCD.
Divide by pδtpk` 12 qq1{2, square, and sum over k (and use Jensen or Cauchy–Schwarz
to estimate the term involving f pk`1q) to getż T
0
|δDuptq|2˚,Ddt ď 2}∇Dβpuq}2L2pΩT qd ` 2C2D}f}2L2pΩT q.
This together with (8) complete the proof of the lemma.
To deal with the lack of global Lipschitz estimates on β, we introduce cutoff func-
tions. The definition of these functions is different in the case 0 ă m ă 1 (fast
diffusion) and m ą 1 (slow diffusion), because each of these cases correspond to
a certain breakdown in the Lipschitz properties of β: for fast diffusion, β is not
Lipschitz-continuous at 0, whereas for slow diffusion, the Lipschitz constant of β
explodes at ˘8. We therefore define βsk and βfk for any k ą 0 as
for 0 ă m ă 1, βfkprq :“
#
k1´m r for ´ 1{k ď r ď 1{k
βprq for r ă ´1{k or r ą 1{k, (13)
and
for m ą 1, βskprq :“
$’&’%
km for r ě k
βprq for ´ k ă r ă k
´km for r ď ´k.
The cutoff functions βsk and β
f
k are globally Lipschitz continuous with respective
Lipschitz constants Lfk “ k1´m and Lsk “ mkm´1. Our goal here is to estimate the
time-translates of βpuq. To achieve this, we will be using the cutoff functions, as
well as the following relation.
Lemma 3.4. Recalling that pm “ maxp1, 1{mq, for any a, b P R we have`
βikpbq ´ βikpaq
˘2 ď pmLikpb´ aq`βpbq ´ βpaq˘, for i “ s, f.
Proof. By noting that β1prq “ m|r|m´1 for r P Rzt0u and`
βfk
˘1prq :“ #k1´m for ´ 1{k ă r ă 1{k
β1prq for r ă ´1{k or r ą 1{k,
`
βsk
˘1prq :“ #0 for r ă ´k or r ą k,
β1prq for ´ k ă r ă k,
we obtain
0 ď `βfk˘1prq ď 1mβ1prq @r P Rzt´1{k, 0, 1{ku
0 ď `βsk˘1prq ď β1prq @r P Rzt´k, 0, ku.
The above inequalities imply that for any a, b P R,ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż b
a
`
βik
˘1psqdsˇˇˇˇˇ ď pm
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż b
a
β1psqds
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ , for i “ s, f,
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or, equivalently, ˇˇ
βikpbq ´ βikpaq
ˇˇ ď pmˇˇβpbq ´ βpaqˇˇ, for i “ s, f. (14)
Together with the global Lipschitz property of βik and the monotonicity of β, this
yields`
βikpbq ´ βikpaq
˘2 ď Lik|b´ a|ˇˇβikpbq ´ βikpaqˇˇ
ď Lik|b´ a|pmˇˇβpbq ´ βpaqˇˇ “ pmLikpb´ aq`βpbq ´ βpaq˘,
which completes the proof.
We can now estimate the time translates of βpuq.
Lemma 3.5. Let D be a gradient discretisation in the sense of Definition 2.1 and
u be a solution to scheme (4). Then, there exists a constant C depending only on
m, f , Cp ě CD and Cini ě }ΠDIDu0}Lm`1pΩq such that:
‚ for m P p0, 1q,››ΠDβpuqp¨ ` τ, ¨q ´ΠDβpuq››2L2pΩT´τ q ď CpδtD ` τq2m{pm`1q, (15)
‚ for m ą 1,››ΠDβpuqp¨ ` τ, ¨q ´ΠDβpuq››2L1pΩT´τ q ď CpδtD ` τq2{pm`1q. (16)
Proof. In this proof, C denotes a generic constant that has the same dependencies
as in the lemma. For i “ s, f and any k P N we have
ΠDβpuqp¨ ` τ, ¨q ´ΠDβpuq “ Γi1,k ` Γi2,k ` Γi3,k (17)
with
Γi1,k :“ ΠD
`
βikpuq ´ βpuq
˘
, Γi2,k :“ ΠD
`
βpuq ´ βikpuq
˘p¨ ` τ, ¨q,
and
Γi3,k :“ ΠDβikpuqp¨ ` τ, ¨q ´ΠDβikpuq.
To estimate Γi1,k, define
Ωfk :“ tpt,xq P ΩT´τ : |ΠDupt,xq| ă 1{ku,
Ωsk :“ tpt,xq P ΩT´τ : |ΠDupt,xq| ą ku.
The commutativity property (3) shows that
ˇˇ
ΠD
`|u|m´1u˘ˇˇ “ ΠD|u|2m “ |ΠDu|2m
and thus, when i “ f,››Γf1,k››2L2pΩT´τ q “ ż
ΩT´τ
1Ωfk
ˇˇ
ΠD
`|u|m´1u´ βfkpuq˘ˇˇ2pt,xqdxdt
“
ż
Ωfk
ˇˇ
ΠD
`|u|m´1u´ k1´mu˘ˇˇ2pt,xqdxdt
ď 2
ż
Ωfk
|ΠDu|2mpt,xq ` k2´2m|ΠDu|2pt,xqdxdt
ď 4k´2m ˇˇΩfk ˇˇ ď 4ˇˇΩT ˇˇk´2m. (18)
By the Ho¨lder and Chebyschev inequalities, (3) and (8), we estimate Γs1,k:››Γs1,k››L1pΩT´τ q “ ż
ΩT´τ
1Ωsk
ˇˇ
ΠD
`|u|m´1u´ βskpuq˘ˇˇpt,xqdxdt
9ď
ż
ΩT´τ
1Ωsk
ΠD
`|u|m ` km˘pt,xqdxdt
ď 2
ż
ΩT´τ
1Ωsk
|ΠDu|mpt,xqdxdt
ď 2}ΠDu}mLm`1pΩT´τ q
ˇˇ
Ωsk
ˇˇ1{pm`1q
ď 2k´1}ΠDu}m`1Lm`1pΩT´τ q ď Ck´1. (19)
Similarly, we also have estimates for Γi2,k:››Γf2,k››2L2pΩT´τ q ď Ck´2m, ››Γs2,k››L1pΩT´τ q ď Ck´1. (20)
We estimate Γi3,k using the same arguments in [9, Lemma 4.4]. Thanks to Lemma 3.4
we have ››Γi3,k››2L2pΩT´τ q ď pmLik ż T´τ
0
Apt, τqdt, (21)
with
Apt, τq :“
ż
Ω
`
ΠDupt` τ,xq ´ΠDupt,xq
˘`
ΠDβpuqpt` τ,xq ´ΠDβpuqpt,xq
˘
dx.
For any t P p0, T q there exists nt P t0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , N ´ 1u such that tpntq ă t ď tpnt`1q. We
rewrite A by expressing ΠDupt` τ,xq ´ΠDupt,xq as the sum of its jumps in time,
and use the definition of dual semi-norm | ¨ |˚,D to infer
Apt, τq “
nt`τÿ
j“nt`1
δtpj`
1
2 q
ż
Ω
δ
pj` 12 q
D upxqΠD
`
βpupnt`τ`1qq ´ βpupnt`1qq˘pxqdx
ď }∇D
`
βpupnt`τ`1qq ´ βpupnt`1qq˘}L2pΩq nt`τÿ
j“nt`1
δtpj`
1
2 q|δpj` 12 qD u|˚,D
“ }∇Dβpuqpt` τq ´∇Dβpuqptq}L2pΩq
nt`τÿ
j“nt`1
δtpj`
1
2 q|δpj` 12 qD u|˚,D.
Together with the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality (on the sums and the integrals)
and (8), this impliesż T´τ
0
Apt, τqdt ď
„ ż T´τ
0
}∇Dβpuqpt` τq ´∇Dβpuqptq}2L2pΩqdt
1{2
ˆ
„ ż T´τ
0
` nt`τÿ
j“nt`1
δtpj`
1
2 q|δpj` 12 qD u|˚,D
˘2
dt
1{2
ď C
„ ż T´τ
0
` nt`τÿ
j“nt`1
δtpj`
1
2 q˘` nt`τÿ
j“nt`1
δtpj`
1
2 q|δpj` 12 qD u|2˚,D
˘
dt
1{2
. (22)
For any t P p0, T ´ τq, we note that
nt`τÿ
j“nt`1
δtpj`
1
2 q “ tpnt`τ`1q ´ tpnt`1q
“ “tpnt`τ`1q ´ pt` τq‰` `t´ tpnt`1q˘` τ ď 2δtD ` τ.
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Hence, (22) and Lemma 3.3 yieldż T´τ
0
Apt, τqdt ď Cp2δtD ` τq1{2
„ ż T´τ
0
ż tpnt`τ q
tpnt`1q
|δDupsq|2˚,Dds dt
1{2
ď Cp2δtD ` τq1{2
„ ż T
0
|δDupsq|2˚,D
ż s
s´τ´δtD
dt ds
1{2
ď CpδtD ` τq.
Together with (21), this implies››Γi3,k››2L2pΩT´τ q ď CLikpδtD ` τq, for i “ s, f. (23)
From (17)–(20) and (23), we deduce that
for m ă 1: ››ΠDβpuqp¨ ` τ, ¨q ´ΠDβpuq››2L2pΩT´τ q ď Ck´2m ` Ck1´mpδtD ` τq,
for m ą 1: ››ΠDβpuqp¨ ` τ, ¨q ´ΠDβpuq››2L1pΩT´τ q ď Ck´2 ` Cmkm´1pδtD ` τq.
The results (15) and (16) follow from the above inequalities by choosing k “ pδtD`
τq´1{pm`1q.
4. Initial convergence of gradient schemes
Let us start with a strong convergence result on ΠDlβpulq.
Lemma 4.1. Let r “ 2 if m P p0, 1q and r “ 1 if m ą 1. There exists a subsequence
of
`
ΠDlβpulq
˘
lě1 (still denoted by
`
ΠDlβpulq
˘
lě1) and β¯ P LrpΩT q such that, as
lÑ8,
ΠDlβpulq Ñ β¯ strongly in LrpΩT q.
Proof. The result is obtained using (8) and the compactness of pDlqlě1 (to esti-
mate the space translates of ΠDlβpulq), Lemma 3.5 (to estimate the time translates
of ΠDlβpulq), Kolmogorov’s theorem and the same arguments as in [9, p.748]
Lemma 4.2. Let T ą 0 and take a sequence pDlqlě1 of space-time gradient dis-
cretisations, in the sense of Definition 2.1, that is consistent. Let ul be a solution
to (4) with D “ Dl. Then, the sequence pΠDlulqlě1 is relatively compact uniformly-
in-time and weakly in Lm`1pΩq, i.e. there exists a subsequence of pΠDlulqlě1 (still
denoted by pΠDlulqlě1) and a function u¯ : r0, T s Ñ Lm`1pΩq such that, for all
φ P L1`1{mpΩq, the sequence of functions
t P r0, T s ÞÑ Lm`1xΠDlulptq, φyL1`1{m
converges uniformly on r0, T s to the function
t P r0, T s ÞÑ Lm`1xu¯ptq, φyL1`1{m .
Moreover, u¯ is continuous r0, T s ÞÑ Lm`1pΩq for the weak topology of Lm`1pΩq.
Proof. The result is a consequence of the discontinuous Ascoli-Arzela theorem [9,
Theorem 6.2] (see also [10, Theorem C.11, p455]). Let us check the assumptions of
this theorem.
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Let pφiqiPN Ă C8c pΩq be a dense sequence in L1`1{mpΩq and equip the ball B of
radius C (from (8)) in Lm`1pΩq with the following metric
dBpv, wq “
ÿ
iPN
minp1, |Lm`1xv ´ w, φiyL1`1{m |q
2i
for v, w P B.
The metric dB defines the weak topology of L
m`1pΩq on B, and the set B is metric
compact and therefore complete for this weak topology. It follows from (8) that
ΠDlulpt, ¨q P B for t P r0, T s. It remains to estimate dB
`
ΠDlulpsq,ΠDlulps1q
˘
for
0 ď s ď s1 ď T . In the following, C denotes a generic constant that may change
from one line to the next but does not depend on l or i.
We first define the interpolant PDl : H
1
0 pΩq Ñ XDl,0 by
PDlφ :“ argminwPXDl,0
`}ΠDlw ´ φ}L1`xmpΩq ` }∇Dlw ´∇φ}L2pΩq˘. (24)
We rewrite ΠDlulps1q ´ΠDlulpsq as the sum of its jumps δtpj` 12 qδpj`
1
2 q
Dl ul at points`
tpnq
˘
n“n1,¨¨¨ ,n2 between s and s
1. Using the definition of |¨|˚,Dl , the Cauchy–
Schwarz inequality and Lemma 3.3 we obtainˇˇˇˇ ż
Ω
ˆ
ΠDlulps1,xq ´ΠDlulps,xq
˙
ΠDlPDlφipxqdx
ˇˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇˇ ż tpn2`1q
tpn1q
ż
Ω
δDlupt,xqΠDlPDlφipxqdxdt
ˇˇˇˇ
ď
ż tpn2`1q
tpn1q
|δDlulptq|˚,Dl}∇DlPDlφi}L2pΩqdt
ď C1{2ptpn2`1q ´ tpn1qq1{2}∇DlPDlφi}L2pΩq. (25)
By noting that tpn2`1q ´ tpn1q ď |s1 ´ s| ` δtDl , we deduce from (8) and (25) thatˇˇˇˇ ż
Ω
ˆ
ΠDlulps1,xq ´ΠDlulps,xq
˙
φipxqdx
ˇˇˇˇ
ď
ˇˇˇˇ ż
Ω
ˆ
ΠDlulps1,xq ´ΠDlulps,xq
˙
ΠDlPDlφipxqdx
ˇˇˇˇ
`
ˇˇˇˇ ż
Ω
ˆ
ΠDlulps1,xq ´ΠDlulps,xq
˙ˆ
ΠDlPDlφipxq ´ φipxq
˙
dx
ˇˇˇˇ
ď C`|s1 ´ s| ` δtDl˘1{2}∇DlPDlφi}L2pΩq ` C}ΠDlPDlφi ´ φi}L1`1{mpΩq. (26)
It follows from (24) and the consistency of pDlqlě1 that }ΠDlPDlφi´φi}L1`1{mpΩq ď
CSˆDlpφiq and }∇DlPDlφi}L2pΩq ď SˆDlpφiq ` }∇φi}L2pΩq Since SˆDlpφiq Ñ 0 as
l Ñ 8, there exists a constant Cφi depending only on φi such that SˆDlpφiq `
}∇φi}L2pΩq ď Cφi . Hence, we estimate the right hand side of (26) to obtainˇˇˇˇ ż
Ω
ˆ
ΠDlulps1,xq ´ΠDlulps,xq
˙
φipxqdx
ˇˇˇˇ
ď C`|s1 ´ s| ` δtDl˘1{2Cφi ` CSˆDlpφiq.
Together with the definition of metric dB , this implies
dB
`
ΠDlulpsq,ΠDlulps1q
˘ ď ÿ
iPN
minp1, C|s1 ´ s|1{2Cφiq
2i
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`
ÿ
iPN
minp1, Cδt1{2Dl Cφi ` CSˆDlpφiqq
2i
.
Using the dominated convergence theorem for series and the fact that, for any i P N,
SˆDlpφiq Ñ 0 and δtDl Ñ 0 as lÑ8, we see that
lim
|s1´s|Ñ0
ÿ
iPN
minp1, C|s1 ´ s|1{2Cφiq
2i
“ 0
and lim
lÑ8
ÿ
iPN
minp1, Cδt1{2Dl Cφi ` CSˆDlpφiqq
2i
“ 0.
Hence the assumptions of the discontinuous Ascoli–Arzela theorem are satisfied and
the proof is complete.
We recall the following lemma (see e.g. [10, Lemma 4.8]).
Lemma 4.3 (Regularity of the limit). Let pDlqlě1 be a sequence of space-time
gradient discretisations, in the sense of Definition 2.1, that is limit-conforming.
Let vl :“ pvpnql qn“0,¨¨¨ ,Nl Ă XDl for any l P N, be such that
`∇Dlvl˘lPN is bounded
in L2pΩT qd.
Then, there exists v P L2p0, T ;H10 pΩqq such that, along a subsequence as lÑ8,
ΠDlvl Ñ v weakly in L2pΩT q and ∇Dlvl Ñ v weakly in L2pΩT qd.
We can now prove a preliminary and weaker version of Theorem 2.8, in which the
convergences are weak.
Theorem 4.4. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.8, there exists a weak solution
u¯ to (1) in the sense of Definition 2.7 such that, up to a subsequence as lÑ8,
‚ ΠDlβpulq Ñ βpuq weakly in L2pΩT q,
‚ ∇Dlβpulq Ñ ∇βpuq weakly in L2pΩT qd.
Proof.
Step 1: Convergence of discrete solutions.
Using the Minty trick [9, Lemma 3.5] recalled in Lemma 8.2, we deduce from Lem-
mas 4.2 and 4.1 that β¯ “ βpu¯q a.e. on ΩT , that u¯ P Cpr0, T s;Lm`1pΩqwq, and that
ΠDlul Ñ u¯ uniformly-in-time and weakly in Lm`1pΩq. Moreover, by consistency
of the gradient discretisations, ΠDlulp0q “ ΠDlIDlu0 Ñ u0 in Lm`1pΩq. Hence,
the uniform-in-time weak-in-space convergence shows that u¯p0q “ u0. Owing to
Lemma 4.1, the estimate (8) and Lemma 4.3 we have βpu¯q P L2p0, T ;H10 pΩqq and
ΠDlβpulq Ñ βpu¯q weakly in L2pΩT q, (27)
∇Dlβpulq Ñ ∇βpu¯q weakly in L2pΩT qd. (28)
Since ζ is a convex continuous function, we deduce from Lemma 4.2 and Lemma 8.1
that for any t P r0, T sż
Ω
ζpu¯qpt,xqdx ď lim inf
lÑ8
ż
Ω
ζpΠDlulqpt,xqdx.
Together with (8) this implies ζpu¯q P L8p0, T ;L1pΩqq, which shows that u¯ satisfies
(i) and (ii) in Definition 2.7.
Step 2: Passing to the limit in scheme (4).
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Let ϕ P C1c p´8, T q and ψ P H10 pΩq X L1`1{mpΩq. Recalling the definition (24) of
PDl , we take φ :“ pϕptpn´1qqPDlψqn“0,...,N as test function in (4) (with tp´1q “
tp0q “ 0). This gives T plq1 ` T plq2 “ T plq3 where, dropping the indices l for legibility,
T
plq
1 :“
N´1ÿ
n“0
ϕptpnqqδtpn` 12 q
ż
Ω
δ
pn` 12 q
D upxqΠDPDψpxq dx
T
plq
2 :“
N´1ÿ
n“0
ϕptpnqqδtpn` 12 q
ż
Ω
∇Dβpupn`1qqpxq ¨∇DPDψpxq dx
T
plq
3 :“
N´1ÿ
n“0
ϕptpnqq
ż tpn`1q
tpnq
ż
Ω
fpt,xqΠDPDψpxq dxdt.
Using the following equality (discrete integrate-by-parts, see [10, Eq. (D.15)])
N´1ÿ
n“0
ϕptpnqqδpn` 12 qδpn` 12 qD u “
N´1ÿ
n“0
ϕptpnqq`ΠDupn`1q ´ΠDupnq˘
“
N´1ÿ
n“0
`
ϕptpn`1qq ´ ϕptpnqq˘ΠDupn`1q ´ ϕp0qΠDup0q,
we transform T
plq
1 into
T
plq
1 “ ´
ż T
0
ϕ1ptq
ż
Ω
ΠDupt,xqΠDPDψpxq dxdt´ ϕp0q
ż
Ω
ΠDup0qpxqΠDPDψpxq dx.
By setting ϕDptq :“ ϕptpnqq for t P ptpnq, tpn`1qq, we have
T
plq
2 “
ż T
0
ϕDptq
ż
Ω
∇Dβpuqpt,xq ¨∇DPDψpxq dxdt,
T
plq
3 “
ż T
0
ϕDptq
ż
Ω
fpt,xqΠDPDψpxq dxdt.
Since ϕD Ñ ϕ uniformly on r0, T s, ΠDPDψ Ñ ψ in L2pΩq X L1`1{mpΩq and
∇DPDψ Ñ ∇ψ in L2pΩqd, letting l Ñ 8 in T plq1 ` T plq2 “ T plq3 we see that u¯
satisfies
´
ż T
0
ϕ1ptq
ż
Ω
u¯pt,xqψpxq dxdt´ ϕp0q
ż
Ω
u0pxqψpxq dx
`
ż T
0
ϕptq
ż
Ω
∇βpu¯qpt,xq ¨∇ψpxq dxdt “
ż T
0
ϕptq
ż
Ω
fpt,xqψpxq dxdt.
The above equality also holds with ϕptqψpxq replaced by a tensorial function in
C8c pΩT q. Hence, from the density of tensorial functions in L2p0, T ;H10 pΩqq [8,
Corollary 1.3.1] and noting that βpu¯q P L2p0, T ;H1pΩqq and f P L2pΩT q, we deduce
that Btu¯ belongs to L2p0, T ;H´1pΩqq and that u¯ satisfies (6).
5. The uniform-in-time convergence result
Lemma 5.1. Let u¯ be a weak solution of (1). Then
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(i) for any T0 P r0, T sż
Ω
ζpu¯qpT0,xqdx`
ż T0
0
}∇βpu¯qptq}2L2pΩqdt
“
ż
Ω
ζpu0qpxqdx`
ż T0
0
xfptq, βpu¯qptqyL2pΩqdt,
(ii) the function
t P r0, T s ÞÑ
ż
Ω
ζpu¯qpt,xqdx P r0,8q
is continuous and bounded,
(iii) u¯ is continuous r0, T s Ñ Lm`1pΩq for the strong topology of Lm`1pΩq.
Proof.
Proof of (i): Take φ “ 1p0,T0qβpu¯q P L2p0, T ;H10 pΩqq in (6), where 1A denotes the
characteristic function of A. This givesż T0
0
H´1xBtu¯ptq, βpu¯qptqyH10dt` }∇βpu¯q}2L2pΩT0 q “ xf, βpu¯qyL2pΩT0 q. (29)
It remains to prove thatż T0
0
H´1xBtu¯ptq, βpu¯qptqyH10dt “
ż
Ω
ζpu¯qpT0,xqdx´
ż
Ω
ζpu0qpxqdx. (30)
Let u˜ be an extension of u¯ outside r0, T0s obtained setting
u˜ptq “
#
u¯pT0q for t ą T0
u¯ptq for t P r0, T0s.
Considering the pointwise values of u¯ makes sense owing to the weak continuity of
u¯ : r0, T s Ñ Lm`1pΩq. We recast the left hand side of (30) using the discrete time
derivative of u˜, defined by: for h ą 0 and t ą 0,
dhu˜ptq :“ u˜pt` hq ´ u˜ptq
h
.
By weak continuity of u˜ it is easily checked that Btu˜ “ 1p0,T0qBtu¯ P L2p0,8;H´1pΩqq.
Hence dhu˜Ñ Btu˜ weakly in this space as hÑ 0 and thusż T0
0
H´1xBtu¯ptq, βpu¯qptqyH10dt “
ż 8
0
H´1xBtu˜ptq,1p0,T0qβpu¯qptqyH10dt
“ lim
hÑ0
ż 8
0
H´1xdhu˜ptq,1p0,T0qβpu¯qptqyH10dt
“ lim
hÑ0
1
h
ż T0
0
ż
Ω
`
u˜pt` h,xq ´ u˜pt,xq˘βpu˜qpt,xqdxdt. (31)
Since β is increasing, ζ is convex and above its tangent line, which means that
ζpbq ´ ζpaq ě pb ´ aqβpaq for all a, b P R. Apply this inequality for the right hand
side of (31) to getż T0
0
H´1xBtu¯ptq, βpu¯qptqyH10dt
ď lim
hÑ0
1
h
ż T0
0
ż
Ω
ζpu˜qpt` h,xq ´ ζpu˜qpt,xqdxdt
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“ lim
hÑ0
1
h
„ ż T0`h
T0
ż
Ω
ζpu˜qpt,xqdxdt´
ż h
0
ż
Ω
ζpu˜qpt,xqdxdt

ď
ż
Ω
ζpu¯qpT0,xqdx´ lim inf
hÑ0
1
h
ż h
0
ż
Ω
ζpu¯qpt,xqdxdt. (32)
Since u¯ P Cpr0, T s;Lm`1pΩqwq, we have
1
h
ż h
0
u¯ptqdtÑ u¯p0qweakly in Lm`1pΩq as hÑ 0.
This together with the convexity of ζ and Jensen’s inequality givesż
Ω
ζpu¯qp0,xqdx ď lim inf
hÑ0
ż
Ω
ζ
˜
1
h
ż h
0
u¯pt,xqdt
¸
dx
ď lim inf
hÑ0
ż
Ω
1
h
ż h
0
ζpu¯qpt,xqdtdx. (33)
It follows from (32) and (33) thatż T0
0
H´1xBtu¯ptq, βpu¯qptqyH10dt ď
ż
Ω
ζpu¯qpT0,xqdx´
ż
Ω
ζpu¯qp0,xqdx. (34)
The reverse inequality of (34) is obtained by reversing the time. Indeed, apply-
ing (34) with u¯ replaced by vptq :“ u¯pT0 ´ tq for t P r0, T0s and noting that
Btvptq “ ´Btu¯pT0 ´ tq, we deduceż T0
0
H´1xBtu¯ptq, βpu¯qptqyH10dt ě
ż
Ω
ζpu¯qpT0,xqdx´
ż
Ω
ζpu¯qp0,xqdx. (35)
Hence, equality (30) follows immediately from (34) and (35), which completes the
proof of (i).
Proof of (ii) and (iii): The continuity and boundedness of
t P r0, T s ÞÑ
ż
Ω
ζpu¯qpt,xqdx P r0,8q
is straightforward consequence of (i).
Let s P r0, T s and psnqně1 be a sequence in r0, T s converging to s. Since ζpzq “
1
m`1 |z|m`1, it follows from (ii) and the continuity of u¯ : r0, T s Ñ Lm`1pΩq for the
weak topology of Lm`1pΩq stated in Lemma 4.2 that
lim
nÑ8 }u¯psnq}Lm`1pΩq “ }u¯psq}Lm`1pΩq and
u¯psnq Ñ u¯psq weakly in Lm`1pΩq as nÑ8.
This implies the strong convergence u¯psnq Ñ u¯psq in Lm`1pΩq. Hence, u¯ is contin-
uous r0, T s Ñ Lm`1pΩq, which complete the proof of the lemma.
We can now prove our main convergence result.
Proof of Theorem 2.8.
We consider the subsequence provided by Theorem 4.4.
Proof of the uniform-in-time convergence.
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Let T0 P r0, T s and pTlqlě1 be a sequence in r0, T s converging to T0. We note that
for any l ě 1 there exists an integer number k P r1, N s such that Tl P ptpk´1q, tpkqs.
It follows from (7) thatż
Ω
ζpΠDlulqpTl,xqdx`}∇Dlβpulq}2L2pΩTl q
ď
ż
Ω
ζpΠDlup0ql qpxqdx`
@
f,ΠDlβpulq
D
L2pΩ
tpkq q
. (36)
Moving the term }∇Dlβpulq}2L2pΩTl q to the right-hand side, taking the lim sup as l
tends to infinity of the above inequality and noting that, by weak convergence of
∇Dlβpulq to ∇βpu¯q and strong convergence in L2p0, T q of 1p0,Tlq to 1p0,T0q,
´}∇βpu¯q}2L2pΩT0 q ě ´ lim inflÑ8 }∇Dlβpulq}
2
L2pΩTl q “ lim suplÑ8 p´}∇Dlβpulq}
2
L2pΩTl qq,
we deduce
lim sup
lÑ8
ż
Ω
ζpΠDlulqpTl,xqdx
ď ´}∇βpu¯q}2L2pΩT0 q`lim suplÑ8
ż
Ω
ζpΠDlup0ql qpxqdx`lim sup
lÑ8
@
f,ΠDlβpulq
D
L2pΩ
tpkq q
.
As l Ñ 8 we have tpkq Ñ T0 since |Tl ´ tpkq| ď δtDl . Together with (27) and the
convergence ΠDlIDlu0 Ñ u0 in Lm`1pΩq (consistency of pDlqlě1), this implies
lim sup
lÑ8
ż
Ω
ζpΠDlulqpTl,xqdx
ď
ż
Ω
ζpu0qpxqdx`
@
f, βpu¯qD
L2pΩT0 q ´ }∇βpu¯q}
2
L2pΩT0 q.
Using the energy equality in Lemma 5.1 we infer
lim sup
lÑ8
ż
Ω
ζpΠDlulqpTl,xqdx ď
ż
Ω
ζpu¯qpT0,xqdx,
or equivalently, since ζpzq “ 1m`1 |z|m`1,
lim sup
lÑ8
}ΠDlulpTlq}Lm`1pΩq ď }u¯pT0q}Lm`1pΩq.
By Lemma 4.2 and the uniformly convexity of the space Lm`1pΩq, this implies the
strong convergence ΠDlulpTlq Ñ u¯pT0q in Lm`1pΩq. The convergence of pΠDlulqlě1
in L8p0, T ;Lm`1pΩqq then follows by [10, Lemma C.13].
Proof of the strong convergence of gradients.
By taking the lim sup as l Ñ 8 of (36) with Tl “ T and noting from the
L8p0, T ;Lm`1pΩqq convergence of pΠDlulqlě1 that
lim
lÑ8
ż
Ω
ζpΠDlulqpT,xqdx “
ż
Ω
ζpu¯qpT,xqdx,
we obtain
lim sup
lÑ8
}∇Dlβpulq}2L2pΩT q ď
ż
Ω
ζpu0qpxqdx`
@
f, βpu¯qD
L2pΩT q ´
ż
Ω
ζpu¯qpT,xqdx.
Together with the energy equality in Lemma 5.1 for T0 “ T , this implies
lim sup
lÑ8
}∇Dlβpulq}2L2pΩT q ď }∇βpu¯q}2L2pΩT q.
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The strong convergence of ∇Dlβpulq follows from the above inequality and the weak
convergence (28).
6. Numerical results
In this section, we present numerical results using the mass-lumped P1 finite element
method. All source files were written in Python 2.7.12 using FEniCS 1.5 [2].
Letting T0 “ 0.1 and T “ 1.0, we consider Problem (1) for t P pT0, T q and x P
Ω :“ p´0.5; 0.5q ˆ p´0.5; 0.5q. Let Th be a regular triangulation of the domain Ω
into triangles of maximal mesh-size h. The mass-lumped P1 finite element scheme
on Th corresponds to the following gradient discretisation [10, Section 8.4]: letting
Vh Ă H10 pΩq be the space of continuous piecewise linear functions on Th, we define
pXD,ΠD,∇Dq such that XD “ Vh and, for v P Vh, ∇Dv “ ∇v and, for all vertex s
of Th, pΠDvq|Es “ vpsq where Es is the dual cell around s, constructed by joining the
centers of mass of the triangles and edge around s. The interpolant ID : Lm`1pΩq Ñ
Vh can be taken as the L
2-projection on Vh, or the nodal interpolant if applied to
continuous functions (which will be the case for us).
An analytical solution to (1) with f “ 0 is the so-called the Barrenblatt solution [15].
It has the following explicit form
uBpt, xq “ t´αrCB ´ γ|x|2t´2βs1{pm´1q` , (37)
where rss` “ maxts, 0u, α “ ddpm´1q`2 , β “ αd , γ “ αpm´1q2md and CB is an arbi-
trary constant chosen small enough such that u satisfies the homogeneous Dirichlet
boundary condition. We take the initial condition u0 “ uBpT0, ¨q.
In Table 1, we compute the relative errors
ELm`1 :“ }uBpT q ´ u
pNq}Lm`1
}uBpT q}Lm`1
in the slow diffusion case (m ą 1) for several values of the space steps h and
corresponding uniform time steps δtpn` 12 q “ h2 for all n. The results suggest a
convergence rate of at least order one with respect to the meshsize, for the exponents
m considered here. The apparent decrease of rate of convergence when m increases
is in part due to the fact that the norm in which the error is measured changes
with m, and is more stringent as m increases.
Table 2 shows results in the fast diffusion case (m ă 1). Due to the fact that |u|m´1u
is not Lipschitz-continuous in that case, we first rewrite (4) by letting v “ βpuq
and then solve the corresponding nonlinear equation in the new variable v using
the Newton method. Although the relative errors are of a reasonable magnitude,
the scheme converges very slowly in this fast diffusion case; this could be explained
by the fact that this model is numerically particularly severe due to its singularity.
To our best knowledge, the results presented here are the firsts, in the literature
on porous medium equation, obtained with a direct simulation of the fast diffusion
regime.
In Table 3, the error ELm`1 is computed for several values of uniform time steps
δtpn` 12 q and a fixed space step h “ 2´7. For moderate m, the rates in this table are
close to 1, which is expected given that we use an implicit first-order time stepping.
The decay of convergence rate for higher m is due to a saturation of the space
errors.
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m “ 1.5 m “ 2.0 m “ 2.5 m “ 3.0
h error rate error rate error rate error rate
1{8 1.13e´ 01 1.31e´ 01 1.42e´ 01 1.31e´ 01
1{16 4.08e´ 02 1.47 5.92e´ 02 1.15 5.41e´ 02 1.39 7.02e´ 02 0.9
1{32 1.26e´ 02 1.70 1.55e´ 02 1.93 2.64e´ 02 1.04 3.36e´ 02 1.06
1{64 3.56e´ 03 1.82 6.49e´ 03 1.26 1.36e´ 02 0.96 2.84e´ 02 0.24
1{128 9.3e´ 04 1.94 2.52e´ 03 1.36 6.62e´ 03 1.04 1.14e´ 02 1.32
Table 1. Errors ELm`1 and convergence rates w.r.t. the space
discretisation. CB “ 0.005 for all values of m.
m “ 0.3 m “ 0.5 m “ 0.7
h error error8 error error8 error error8
1{8 2.23e´ 01 4.5e´ 01 6.04e´ 02 6.9e´ 02 7.74e´ 02 1.4e´ 01
1{16 6.74e´ 02 1.58e´ 01 5.43e´ 02 1.78e´ 02 1.56e´ 02 4.64e´ 02
1{32 5.24e´ 02 3.77e´ 02 5.46e´ 02 6.78e´ 03 5.86e´ 03 1.3e´ 02
1{64 5.05e´ 02 1.32e´ 02 5.56e´ 02 2.24e´ 03 2.71e´ 03 4.56e´ 03
Table 2. Errors ELm`1 and error8 :“ p}uBpT q}8 ´
}uN }8q{}uBpT q}8. CB “ 0.1 for m “ 0.3 or 0.5, and CB “ 0.01
for m “ 0.7.
m “ 1.5 m “ 2.0 m “ 2.5 m “ 3
k error rate error rate error rate
1{4 9.73e´ 02 8.15e´ 02 7.18e´ 02 6.72e´ 02
1{8 4.9e´ 02 0.99 4.19e´ 02 0.96 3.77e´ 02 0.93 3.68e´ 02 0.87
1{16 2.45e´ 02 1.00 2.12e´ 02 0.98 1.95e´ 02 0.95 1.99e´ 02 0.89
1{32 1.21e´ 02 1.02 1.06e´ 02 1.0 1.01e´ 02 0.95 1.32e´ 02 0.59
1{64 5.82e´ 03 1.06 5.28e´ 03 1.01 6.56e´ 03 0.62 1.29e´ 02 0.03
Table 3. Errors ELm`1 and convergence rates w.r.t. the time dis-
cretisation. CB “ 0.005 for all values of m.
In Table 4, we compute the front distances at the final time T “ 1 of the Barrenblatt
and approximate solutions, with fixed space and time steps h “ δtpn` 12 q “ 2´7. In
this table, we set
dv :“ max
xPΩ t|x| : vpxq ‰ 0u.
We also provide the relative errors for these front distances. The front is relatively
well approximated, despite the usage of a low-order mass-lumped method. The error
increases with m, which is consistent with the results in Table 1, and indicates that
the Barrenblatt solution is more challenging to approximate for larger values of m.
The surface plots of the numerical solution for m “ 2.5, using δtpn` 12 q “ 1e´ 3 and
h “ 2´7, are presented in Figure 1. We notice the preservation of symmetry of the
solution, and the expected expansion combined with diminution of the maximal
value of the solution.
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m du duB
|du´duB |
duB
2.0 0.401 0.404 0.8%
2.2 0.408 0.406 0.6%
2.5 0.422 0.412 2.25%
2.7 0.431 0.418 3.0%
3.0 0.446 0.428 4.11%
Table 4. The front distance of the approximate solution and the
Barrenblatt solution.
7. Conclusion
We presented and analysed the gradient discretisation method for the porous me-
dium equation, in both slow and fast diffusion regimes. Using discrete functional
analysis techniques, provided by the GDM framework and involving in particular a
discrete Ascoli–Arzela theorem, we obtained a strong L2 convergence result for the
approximate gradients, and a uniform-in-time strong Lm`1pΩq convergence result
for the approximate solutions. These results apply to all methods that fall into
the GDM framework. We illustrated the theoretical convergence using the mass-
lumped conforming P1 method to approximate the Barrenblatt solution. Even
though the scheme’s performance is reduced for small or large values of the exponent
m, the overall numerical approximations, including the location of the front, remain
reasonably good in both regimes.
8. Appendix
The proofs of following lemmas can be found in [9] (see Lemma 3.4 and 3.5 in this
reference).
Lemma 8.1. Let I Ă R be a closed interval and F : I Ñ p´8,`8s be a con-
vex continuous function. Let v P L2pΩ; Iq and pvnqnPN Ă L2pΩ; Iq be such that
pvnqnPN Ñ v weakly in L2pΩq. Thenż
Ω
F pvqpxqdx ď lim inf
nÑ8
ż
Ω
F pvnqpxqdx.
Lemma 8.2 (Minty’s trick). Let F P C0pRq be a nondecreasing function. Let
pX,µq be a measurable set with finite measure and let punqnPN Ă LppXq, with p ą 1
satisfy
(1) there exists u P LppXq such that punqnPN Ñ u weakly in LppXq,
(2) pF punqqnPN Ă L1pXq and there exists v P L1pXq such that pF punqqnPN Ñ u
strongly in L1pXq.
Then v “ F puq a.e. on X.
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(a) t “ 0.1 (b) t “ 0.19
(c) t “ 0.37 (d) t “ 0.73
Figure 1. Surface plot of the solution at several values of time t
with m “ 2.5 and CB “ 0.005.
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